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Abstract
Background: Deferred consent is used to recruit patients in emergency research, when informed consent cannot
be obtained prior to enrolment. This model of consent allows studies to recruit larger numbers of participants,
especially where a surrogate-decision maker may be unavailable to provide consent. Whilst deferred consent offers
the potential to promote trial diversity by including under-served groups, it is ethically complex and views about its
use amongst these populations require further exploration. The aim of this article is to build upon recent initiatives
to improve inclusivity in trials, such as the NIHR INCLUDE project, and consider whether trials methodology
research is inclusive, focusing on ethnic minority populations’ attitudes towards the use of deferred consent.
Main text: Findings from the literature suggest that research regarding attitudes toward recruitment methods like
deferred consent largely fail to adequately represent ethnic minorities. Many studies fail to report the composition
of patient samples or conduct analyses on any differences between specific patient groups. In those that do, the
categorisation of ethnic groups is ambiguous. Frequently diversely different groups are considered as more
homogenous than they are. Whilst deferred consent is deemed generally acceptable, analysis of patient sub-groups
shows that this attitude is not universal. Those from racial and ethnic minority backgrounds reported higher levels
of unacceptability, which was impacted by previous first or second-hand experience of its use and historical
mistrust in research. However, whilst deferred consent was found to increase the numbers of black participants
enrolled in some trials, their over-enrolment in other trials may raise further concerns.
Conclusions: Inclusivity in clinical trials is important, as highlighted by the COVID-19 pandemic. To improve this, we
must ensure that methodological studies such as those exploring attitudes to research are inclusive. More effort is
needed to understand the views of under-served groups, such as ethnic minorities, toward research in order to
improve participation in clinical trials. Our findings echo those from the INCLUDE project, in that better reporting is
needed and increasing the confidence of ethnic minority groups in research requires improving representation
throughout the research process. This will involve diversifying research teams and ethics committees.
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Background
Deferred consent is a strategy used in emergency clinical
research, whereby participants are enrolled and included
in research without prospectively providing consent.
Typically, this method is used when the intervention is
required urgently but the patient lacks the capacity to
consent to research and there is no time to involve a
surrogate-decision maker to consent on their behalf.
This includes in prehospital ambulance research [1], in
critical care settings [2], and in a number of high-profile
COVID-19 studies [3]. In such circumstances, if capacity
and an ability to understand the study information is
regained during the study, patients are then informed
and consent is sought for continued participation or
withdrawal from the study, or a surrogate is approached
on their behalf [4]. As randomisation, delivery of intervention, and data collection will usually have already occurred at this point, this consent is generally to continue
data collection. This approach is in keeping with the
Medicines for Human Use Clinical Trials Regulations
(2006) for clinical trials of medicines in the United Kingdom (UK) and the Mental Capacity Act (2005) for other
types of research in England and Wales. Additionally in
the UK, where a family member is unavailable to act as
surrogate, someone acting in a professional capacity,
such as member of their medical team, may take on this
role provided they are not involved in the study. However, international differences exist between countries’
approaches to the use of deferred consent in practice.
Despite European Union (EU) regulations allowing
emergency research using deferred consent for incapacitated patients, differences remain between the use of deferred consent amongst EU member states [5].
Additionally, in the United States (US), exception from
informed consent (EFIC) is used instead, governed by
the Food and Drug Administration legislation. This is a
term used to describe participant enrolment without
prior consent, where the participant is informed at a
later point in their recovery and consent may be sought.
The US requires a public consultation exercise which assesses the suitability and community acceptability for
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each study before EFIC is granted. Differing provisions
across the EU, US, and other jurisdictions make the use
of deferred consent a complex but internationally relevant issue.
Set criterion must be fulfilled which permits its use in
emergency settings or when the intervention is of minimal risk to the patient, for example where there is no
alteration to the patient’s usual care [6]. The criterion
for studies in EU member states is outlined in Table 1,
although similar ethical requirements govern the use of
deferred consent in other jurisdictions.
Whilst this method offers the opportunity to enrol
participants when a surrogate-decision maker is unavailable, it also may offer the potential to reduce selection
bias. The requirement for all patients or their surrogates
to provide informed consent before enrolment increases
the potential for selection bias meaning research populations may not be representative of the typical patient [8]
which can affect the ability to demonstrate the efficacy
of the intervention [9]. Patients without a surrogate
decision-maker have been shown to be characteristically
different to those that do, and are often more critically
unwell, further leading to the potential for an unrepresentative sample [10]. Therefore, whilst it is important
to maintain clinical equipoise whilst conducting clinical
trials with incapacitated patients, a balance must be
achieved between conducting research ethically, whilst
not discriminating against populations due to challenges
or delays arising from the informed consent process.
This highlights the need for other strategies, such as deferred consent, which has been found to increase the
representation of patient minority groups in critical care
studies [11]. However, there are ethical challenges in
conducting research without prior informed consent, including the concern that it fails to meet researchers’ obligation to respect patients’ autonomy, which has led to
empirical studies exploring stakeholders’ views about the
acceptability of recruitment models such as deferred
consent [12].
A growing awareness about the importance of representativeness of trial populations and the need for

Table 1 Deferred consent criteria in Europe: existing laws and the EU Directive (adapted from Druml et al. [7] )
1. The research is essential to validate data obtained in clinical trials on persons able to give informed consent or by other research methods
2. The research has to relate directly to a life-threatening or debilitating clinical condition from which the incapacitated adult suffers
3. The clinical trial has to be designed to minimise pain, discomfort, fear, and other foreseeable risks in relation to the disease and developmental
stage
4. The risk threshold and the degree of distress shall be specially defined and constantly monitored
5. An ethics committee with expertise in the relevant disease and the patient population concerned or after taking advice in clinical, ethical, and
psychosocial questions in the field of the relevant disease and patient population has endorsed the protocol
6. The interests of the patient always prevail over those of science and society and the requirement that there are grounds for expecting that
administering the medical product to be tested will produce a benefit to the patient that outweighs the risks or has no risk at all.
7. Consider that scientifically unsound research is ipso facto unethical in that it may expose individuals to risks for no purpose at all.
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inclusivity in clinical trials is leading to a shift in focus
on to who is included in research as opposed to how
many [13]. Having an adequate sample size is important,
but it is equally important to ensure that those included
in a study adequately reflect the population for which
the intervention is intended [13]. Evidence shows that
less than a quarter of the global population are of European ancestry [14]. Therefore, studies that fail to diversify their patient samples lack generalisability and risk
excluding groups with the highest disease burden [14].
Failure to adequately include minority groups in studies
has contributed to treatment reluctancy amongst these
under-served populations [13]. Initiatives such as the
National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) INCLUDE project have identified a number of groups that
are under-served in clinical research, for example those
from low socioeconomic backgrounds, from ethnic minority groups, or with impaired capacity to consent, and
have created a roadmap with suggested intervention
points to improve inclusion [15]. However, the issue of
inclusivity in methodological research, such as studies
examining aspects of trial conduct like consent and recruitment, is one that needs addressing [15].
This commentary aims to explore ethnic and racial
minority attitudes toward the use of deferred consent in
adult clinical trials, and further consider its potential to
improve trial inclusivity. We focus on ethnic minority
groups specifically, with reference to other under-served
populations identified by the INCLUDE project as appropriate. For the purposes of this exploration, exception
from informed consent (EFIC) whereby consent may be
gained after study enrolment as determined by US legislation, will also be considered.

Main text
Trial inclusivity

Patients recruited into clinical trials do not always reflect
the composition of the general population, leading to research inequity. This means that trial outcomes may not
reflect patient outcomes in clinical practice [16].
Evidence from the literature shows that many groups,
for example, patients with a disability, are largely underrepresented in clinical trials [17]. Reasons for this
underrepresentation are due to multiple factors surrounding trial recruitment including a lack of understanding or confidence in recruiting patients from these
groups [18]. For ethnic minorities, barriers to enrolment
include healthcare mistrust and inadequate communication from healthcare professionals [19]. Themes of mistrust and communication are consistent across other
underrepresented groups who are also excluded from research, such as patients with an intellectual disability
[20]. Additionally, factors inherent to the study design,
recruitment and consenting processes also contribute to
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underrepresentation such as stringent eligibility criteria,
need for rapid recruitment and lack of research staff experience [21, 22].
COVID-19 research has thrown a spotlight on the
issue of health disparity in treatment trials [23]. An analysis of trials of COVID-19 treatments in the US found
that vulnerable populations, such as adults over 65 years,
over 85 years and pregnant women were more likely to
be excluded from clinical trials. In addition, trials were
conducted in hospitals where there were less likely to be
patients of Black and Hispanic ethnic origin [24]. This
has raised important questions during the global pandemic, as to whether patients are adequately represented
in clinical trials. These questions also extend to whether
research exploring trial conduct, for example, surveys of
attitudes towards recruitment methods, is inclusive. Ethically complex methods, like deferred consent, may be
viewed differently by patients from under-served groups.
This challenges the use of deferred consent in practice,
particularly amongst these populations.
Acceptability of deferred consent

Many studies have assessed attitudes toward deferred
consent, which is deemed generally acceptable by patients and their surrogate decision-makers in emergency
situations [25]. However, the studies from which these
conclusions are drawn do not consider attitudes toward
deferred consent from underserved groups. Findings
from a minimal risk study in acute stroke showed that
91% of trial respondents were opposed to its use, where
the sample was composed of a mixture of patients and
their surrogates, 93% of whom were white. However, this
failed to consider that patients and their surrogates may
express different views. Another study that only assessed
views from participants that regained capacity and did
not include ethnicity data showed that 22% participants
had a neutral or negative response as to whether the research team had made the right decision to defer consent [26]. The clarification between patient and
surrogate views may be crucial, especially as patients
that lack capacity are under-served, and often report different reasons for providing consent compared to their
surrogate decision-makers [11, 27–29]. This consideration may partially explain the variation in acceptability
seen across the literature. Additionally, the acceptability
of deferred consent may be further confounded by the
evaluation of its use when experienced first-hand, as opposed to through a hypothetical scenario, which has also
been seen in minority sub-populations [30, 31].
Attitudes of ethnic minorities towards deferred consent

Many of the terms used to describe different ethnicities
and races within studies are subjective. Groups are
recognised as more heterogenous than their descriptors
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imply but for the purposes of this article will be referred
to as how they are described in the studies reviewed. A
US survey conducted in the emergency setting exploring
attitudes of exception from informed consent found that
responses differed based on ethnicity. “Non-white” participants were less likely to agree that it may be appropriate to enrol participants without prior consent [32].
Although an important overall finding, the lack of distinction between “non-white” participants in the analysis
may be significant. Closer inspection of the sample revealed that there were 110 (21%) African Americans, 9
Asian (1%), 29 Hispanic (6%) and 20 Native American
(4%) participants. The grouping of these categories in
the analysis considers these ethnicities to be more
homogenous than they are. This is an important consideration, as historical mistrust has been shown to vary
amongst ethnicity, generally with populations of African
descent impacted the most [33, 34]. Another issue is the
inclusion of 22 participants (3%) belonging to the “other
or mixed” ethnic category within the sample size. This is
problematic due to the ambiguous ethnic diversity
within this group, which is likely to impact views on exception from informed consent. Additionally, “nonwhite” participants were more likely to disagree with a
statement demonstrating willingness to participate in the
study if it were important to learn about a treatment for
a condition with no current beneficial treatment. In contrast, this group were more likely to agree that there are
times when it is important to learn about a new treatment and in this case, it would be acceptable to enrol
participants without prior consent. This shows that ethnic minorities are more likely to appreciate the importance of deferring consent but experience personal
reluctancy toward enrolment regarding themselves. Furthermore, this demonstrates that the wording of statements and the language used when asking opinions of
deferred consent may greatly impact the responses generated [35].
The Established Status Epilepticus Treatment Trial
(ESETT) enrolled participants without prospectively provided consent and supported the finding that the phrasing of statements is important [35]. This is supported by
studies showing acceptability varies when asked about
personal or general enrolment using deferred consent
[36]. In the ESETT trial, participants were asked if they
were “glad that themselves or their family members were
included in the study” [35]. There were no differences
due to race on acceptance of enrolment. However, when
asked if they thought that it was acceptable to include
themselves or family members without asking for permission first, racial differences began to emerge. More
black participants disagreed with enrolment without
prior consent than white, other race and unknown race
categories [35]. This finding may reflect other studies
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that show black participants prefer to give prior permission before their inclusion in research [37]. However,
these findings may lead to numerous assumptions. Patient groups are categorised with terms such as “black”
or “white” widely across the literature. This terminology
fails to account for key inter-personal differences between participants and risks oversimplifying ethnically
diverse groups of individuals.
As with some of the issues identified previously, an
examination of studies investigating the impact of traumatic brain injury experience on exception from informed consent found that black participants were less
likely to accept a situation with no prospectively provided consent. Additionally, those in the “other” category
and those of Asian background had the lowest acceptance rates [30]. However, they also found that these differences were largely impacted by the previous first or
second-hand experience of traumatic brain injury. There
were similar levels of acceptance between ethnicities for
those who had no personal traumatic brain injury experience. However, amongst white participants, the
closer the connection with traumatic brain injury (i.e., a
close family member), the greater the level of acceptance. In contrast, no increase was seen amongst black
participants with a close connection with traumatic
brain injury [30]. Therefore, experience may account for
some of the differences seen amongst ethnicities and is
supported by evidence from focus groups [38]. This
finding is unsurprising, as experience is a strong predictor of acceptability towards the use of deferred consent amongst all key stakeholders involved [39, 40].
Additionally, those from ethnic minorities may have less
personal experience of situations where deferring informed consent was necessary or may be more likely to
have had adverse experiences of its use. This is supported by evidence showing that black participants are
the largest racial group enrolled into studies using deferred consent, despite studies showing they express
greater aversion to its use [30].

Discussion
Whilst it is important that inclusivity in clinical trials is
improved, how this should be addressed with respect to
under-served groups such as ethnic minorities remains
an issue. The need for inclusivity applies to COVID-19
research as well as trials in other conditions and has
been described as a necessity rather than a luxury [13].
In emergency research, evidence regarding attitudes
from under-served groups is important in order to establish whether deferred consent can aid inclusivity
when used in practice. However, current studies fail to
take account of the views of diverse ethnic groups about
the complex ethical issues that arise in alternative consent models. Studies differentiate samples based on age
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and sex but often fail to report the ethnicity of patients
included [41]. Even within those that do, participants are
categorised in a way that shows greater genetic heterogeneity within than between racial or ethnic groups [14].
Often groups are perceived as more homogenous than
they are, for example, “mixed-race” categories. Another
issue is the representativity of the sample sizes. Many of
the studies established conclusions regarding the whole
ethnic minority population with only a few participants
representative of that ethnicity. This defeats the purpose
of diversifying research, as if the research regarding the
way in which we conduct research is not representative,
it is unlikely to help to diversify recruitment into clinical
trials. Studies also fail to adjust for socioeconomic factors such as income level or years of education, which
will ultimately impact life experiences [14], in addition
to failing to acknowledge the intersectionality between
different under-served groups. Failure to capture these
differences may stigmatise and distort their conclusions.
This article has explored important differences for acceptability of deferred consent amongst under-served
populations, showing that differences are impacted by
prior experience, which may have a greater impact than
ethnicity alone. Similarly, black participants placed
greater value on giving permission for research. This
may provide evidence that acceptability of deferred consent in patients is dependent upon personal experiences
within the medical system, which may be crucial when
superimposed on a background of historical mistrust
[35]. This highlights that the interrelation of these factors requires further examination, and there is a need to
recognise that recruitment must adapt to the relevant
target population [32]. Exploring the information currently provided to participants and their surrogates when
seeking consent to continue in a study, and understanding how this information is viewed by members of different ethnic minority groups, may also be helpful.
An important consideration is that studies assessing
attitudes towards deferred consent often fail to distinguish views of patients and surrogates. For example, the
finding that there is less acceptability from ethnic minority groups incorporates both surrogate-decision makers
and previously incapacitated patients (an under-served
group) with no distinction between them [42, 43]. The
lack of clarity between these groups risks inaccurately
over-representing minority views, further raising the
issue of intersectionality whereby incapacitated patients
are already likely to be under-served in deferred consent
research. When these patients are from ethnic minority
backgrounds then the issue of under-representation is
synergised.
A fine balance must be achieved between adequately
representing ethnic minorities in research and ensuring
that participants are not over-enrolled due to deferred
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consent. Concerns have been raised about racial enrolment in emergency settings where in cases of severe
trauma there may be over-enrolment of ethnic minorities. This is problematic as it could lead to inaccurate
assumptions about the intervention for the general
population regarding its relative success or failure, and
we must ensure that enrolment of ethnic minorities is
equitable [16].
It is also important to recognise that many of the studies explored aspects of exception from informed consent
in the US as opposed to deferred consent as used in the
UK and beyond. Whilst the two describe situations with
no prospective prior consent, there is a difference regarding legislation surrounding their use. In EFIC, there
may be no consent sought after participant enrolment.
Attitudes have been shown to vary between the two with
respect to cultural and regional differences [44]. However, many comparisons can be drawn between them,
especially as the studies included in this article mainly
consider acceptability surrounding enrolment without
prior consent more broadly.

Conclusions
Deferred consent undoubtedly improves trial recruitment numbers in emergency research and has not only
been important in order to reach recruitment targets,
but also to incorporate ethnic minorities where they
may have been otherwise under-represented [45].
Overall findings reflect a combination of historical mistrust amongst vulnerable populations and the impact of
prior experience [32]. Greater consideration is needed
towards the categorisation of different ethnic groups.
The small numbers of ethnic minorities within samples
highlights the need for inclusivity within research on
trial conduct, to avoid drawing incorrect conclusions
and ensuring equitable opportunity for participation in
trials. A balance must be achieved with regards to the
enrolment of under-served populations to avoid potential over-enrolment in some circumstances. Additionally,
understanding how certain ethnic groups value aspects
of consent will aid equitable enrolment and increase
trust amongst minority populations [45]. More effort is
needed to build relationships between researchers and
diverse populations and establish the drivers behind differences in attitudes toward recruitment methods like
deferred consent. This will ultimately help to diversify
those included in clinical trials, which is especially important in emergency and pandemic situations.
Future implications

Previous work looking at how we can improve the conduct of trials has begun to consider the inclusivity of
ethnic groups, such as the INCLUDE Ethnicity Framework hosted by Trial Forge [46]. Work is now needed to
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explore how we access and encourage under-served
groups to participate in clinical trials. Examples of public
engagement projects include “Talking trials” which has
been set up by the Centre for Trials Research at Cardiff
University, to conduct focus-groups with individuals
from ethnic minority backgrounds to address ethical
concerns surrounding participation in clinical trials [47].
Trial conduct research concerning trial participation
should aim to better involve the public and ensure diverse recruitment that is reflective of the population. It
is important to ensure that when we are considering the
views of under-served groups, those involved are themselves representative at all stages and in all contributing
roles. Findings from the INCLUDE project regarding
COVID-19 research have supported this, suggesting that
under-served groups should be adequately represented
throughout. This includes diversifying the research
process by adequately representing under-served groups
not only in clinical trials, but in surveys regarding study
participation, within research teams and funding bodies,
and throughout research ethics committees [13].
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